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ABSTRACT: The authors present a rule-based system that applies to the architecture of innovative tall timber 
buildings, and provide examples of interesting multi-storey timber buildings that can be constructed through the 
application of those rules. In addition, they discuss how mass customisation is a driving force for this kind of 
architecture. Using the famous 1945-1966 Case Study Houses Program (CSHP) as a starting point for their 
investigations, they proceed to argue that the time has come for a new iteration of that program to be carried out: an 
updated, contemporary version that seeks to promote the virtues – from sustainability to cost effectiveness, from 
reduced foundations to flexibility and adaptability over time – of engineered timber architecture in general, and high-
rise timber buildings in particular, in a way similar to the steel-and-glass structures advocated by the initiators of that 
original scheme. Following from this, the notion of mass customisation as a preferred method for the construction of 
these new “Case Study Houses 2.0” buildings is investigated in further detail, from its historical background via 
current-day applications through to informed speculations on how the technology could be used in the near future as 
part of a production chain that might support the construction of these mass-customised multi-storey timber buildings. 
Finally, examples of how contemporary digital technologies and manufacturing processes can further enhance the final 
execution of the building typologies through mass-customisation at the detail scale are discussed, showing how such 
implementations impact on the project. 
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1 BEYOND “BETTER LIVING” 
Focused on the amalgamation of highly ordinary 
concepts into new systemic models, the Case Study 
Houses 2.0 (CSH 2.0) project oscillates between notions 
of mass customisation and the construction of a rule-
based system that can be used to generate architectural 
designs for innovative tall timber buildings. 
An architectural call to arms for “better living” has 
become a cliché.1 However, using the legacy of these 
iconic buildings as an instrument for future speculation 
allows interesting comparisons to be drawn between the 
present scheme and one of the most famous experiments 
in residential architecture ever undertaken, leading to an 
extension of the Case Study House program into our day 
and age, using a Swedish timber building system. 

2 THE CSH PROGRAM (1945–1966) 
The Case Study House Program (CSHP) was an editorial 
experiment in modernist residential architecture 
commissioned by the avant-garde monthly magazine 
Arts & Architecture. The program ran intermittently 
from the announcement by the magazine‟s editor and 
publisher, John Entenza, in January 1945, until 1966. It 
aimed to introduce the Californian middle class to the 
modestly-scaled beauty of modernism: reductive 
attitudes and simplicity of form, rational planimetric 
organisations, industrial materials and construction 
methods, seamless connections between inside and out.  
Leading architects of the day were asked to design and 
build inexpensive and efficient model homes – 
experimental prototype buildings – for actual post-war 
clients, providing the building industry with models to 
be used in what Entenza viewed as an inevitable 
residential housing boom in the United States following 
the housing shortages of the Great Depression, the end of 
World War II, and the resulting return of millions of 
soldiers from Europe. The highly publicised program 
sought to use materials donated from manufacturers to 
create low-cost modern housing prototypes for the 
general public. The ethos behind the program was thus 
firmly based on and framed by industrial materials and 
construction systems – new possibilities that opened up 
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due to the increased economic prosperity and 
technological advances of the period. 
The first six houses were built by 1948 and attracted 
more than 350,000 visitors. While not all 36 designs 
were built, a majority was, and most of them in Los 
Angeles; a few are in the San Francisco Bay Area, and 
one was built in Phoenix, Arizona. A number of them 
appeared in the magazine in iconic black-and-white 
photographs by architectural photographer Julius 
Shulman. The best of them are windows into the future, 
strikingly contemporary-looking even today, more than 
half a century later. Few of them (if any) served their 
intended function as replicable prototypes. 
Entenza‟s Case Study Program announcement stated that 
each “house must be capable of duplication and in no 
sense be an individual 'performance'... It is important that 
the best material available be used in the best possible 
way in order to arrive at a 'good' solution of each 
problem, which in the overall program will be general 
enough to be of practical assistance to the average 
American in search of a home in which he can afford to 
live”.2 
If despite its internal variations we are to describe the 
underlying conceptual framework of this design research 
program, we soon realise that it is based on a series of 
rules. The buildings designed during the program‟s first 
three years are of comparatively modest scale, bearing in 
mind the wealth of the clients they were built for. They 
are simply constructed using or pretending to use 
modular systems and inexpensive materials (though this 
is also at times a matter of style – as William W. Wurster 
and Theodore Bernardi famously puts it in the 
description of their CSH#3: “...although plywood costs 
more than plaster, we like it better because it looks 
cheaper”3). They utilise extensive glazed partitions to 
achieve a relaxed and pronounced indoor-outdoor 
emphasis. They aim to employ modular, standardised 
parts and apply industrial construction methods and 
materials to residential architecture, and are to some 
extent conceived as prototypes for mass production. 
They are constructed using the best technology of the 
day, and designed for a maximum degree of flexibility 
on the part of the users. They try to integrate house, 
furnishings, and landscape into a coherent whole. 
In 1949, the designs of the Case Study House Program 
began to break away from the vocabulary of local Los 
Angeles modernism as defined by architects such as 
Irving Gill, Frank Lloyd Wright, R. M. Schindler, and 
Richard Neutra. To an extent, the times finally caught up 
with the architects: the economy turned and industrial 
materials such as steel were now widely available. The 
resulting CSHP buildings maximise and render overt the 
use of technology in their design and construction. A 
third phase is added in the 1960s, when the clients are 
more affluent and the buildings expand into expansive, 
generous, airy modernist homes that are almost 
sumptuous in their use of materials, clearly designed 
with little regard to Entenza‟s initial vision of producing 
replicable prototypes. 
The present project started with an analysis of all 36 
Case Study Houses. It soon became clear that it was in 

those golden years leading up to and just at the 
beginning of the third phase that the program came 
closest to not only investigate but actually build full-
scale models of the new, the untried, and the 
unchartered; ideas about how an advanced and 
advancing residential architecture could respond to 
social issues as well as how to apply the new materials 
and techniques of the wartime economy, including rule-
based mass production of prefabricated units, to the post-
war era. Such ideas are embodied, in the works of three 
Case Study architects – the husband-and-wife team of 
Ray & Charles Eames, Richard Neutra, and Pierre 
Koenig – which we will now discuss in further detail. 
 
2.1 CSH#8 (EAMES HOUSE) 
Charles and Ray Eames were themselves the clients for 
their own Case Study House, and they chose to make it 
an exercise in rule-based prefabrication and mass 
manufacturing. Designed to serve as their combined 
home and studio, it promoted a unique live-work 
lifestyle, with the couple living amongst their own 
projects at various states of completion. 
As Charles Eames (with Eero Saarinen) initiated the 
design process in 1945, the idea was to construct the 
building entirely from "off-the-shelf" parts from steel 
fabricators catalogues (elements not originally made 
with housing in mind). However, immediately after the 
war this ideal of experimentation with industrial 
materials (steel, glass, asbestos, and Cemesto board) and 
construction systems was impossible to complete. It 
would take until 1949 for the necessary parts to become 
available. During these years, the initial scheme was 
radically changed from a dramatically cantilevered box 
to its final, calmer expression. Once the steel had been 
delivered to the site, Charles Eames decided to redesign 
the building, using the same components. Architecture 
theoretician Beatriz Colomina has commented that this 
idea of rearrangement runs through the entire production 
of the Eames‟s practice.4 
Tucked sideways against a retaining concrete wall, the 
two-storey structure holds bedrooms on the upper level, 
overlooking the double-height living room. A courtyard 
separates the residence from the studio space, turning the 
building into a double-height pavilion cut into two 
adjacent volumes. The bold façade – strictly divided into 
eight + five bays separated by four bays of open space, 
and sitting on a perfect structural grid – holds a 
composition of brightly coloured panels between thin, 
black steel columns and braces, sharply contrasting with 
the surrounding landscape. Arguably it is this contrast, 
the programmatic live/work dichotomy, as well as the 
opposition between the formal stringency and the variety 
of textures, colours and materials introduces within its 
structural rigidity that makes this building a highly 
personal take on the prefabricated, mass manufactured 
catalogue house, and, in a way, a precursor to the mass 
customisation of our day. 
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2.2 CSH#20 
While he was the most well-known of the CSHP 
architects, Richard Neutra‟s early designs (the “Omega” 
and “Alpha” houses) had remained unbuilt. The Bailey 
House is extremely small, yet elegant in its simplicity. A 
rectangular or L-shaped plan split into sliding strips, a 
modest face to the street, and huge sliding glass walls 
opening up to the public space that is the leafy garden at 
the back. Glass, steel, wood, and brick. 
If the raison d’être of the Eames House is to showcase 
the potential for individualised serialised production 
using prefabricated components, the Bailey House is first 
and foremost a programmatic exercise. The clients – a 
young and small family with restricted means but 
anticipating the possibility of growth and increased 
resources – commissioned Neutra to design three 
additions to the house over the coming years. Future 
expansion was thus a key word right from the start, and 
the original design easily accommodated these additions. 
Neutra wrote himself in the accompanying Arts & 
Architecture article about how the smallness of the 
building “may be stretched by skill of space arrangement 
and by borrowing space from the outdoors in several 
directions”.5 This directionality makes for quite a rich 
diversity of different outdoor spaces. 
The roof is louvered over the car port, the interior 
panelled in “natural wood of variation in grain, colour, 
and finish,” and the square-section roof gutters are 
allowed to stick out at a liberal distance from the eaves 
of the flat roof. Another important feature is the 
prefabricated utility core, “a ready-delivered packaged 
mechanical unit that contains the centrally amassed 
plumbing and heating installations”.6 
While the Bailey House was designed for a middle class 
family, and while it has very little of the Eames House‟s 
rearrangeable modularity, it is still a good example of 
how a flexibly designed rectilinear arrangement of 
spaces answered to Entenza‟s brief for housing that 
catered to the average American (doctor). It also shows 
how even a small plot can be divided, or cut, into 
programmatically interlinked spaces, and how the 
intelligent use of implied (exterior) space can be used to 
make a building feel more spacious than it is. 
 
2.3 CSH#21 AND CSH#22 
Koenig designed his two Case Study Houses in 1960. 
Both CSH#21 and CSH#22 were constructed on 
dramatic sites offering great views of Los Angeles. 
The charcoal-painted framework of CSH#21 stands in 
stark contrast to its white walls (in fact curtain walls with 
an exterior steel decking combined with an interior 
gypsum board). An island core divides the living area 
and the two bedrooms. The plan for this severely 
compact 120m2 steel-and-glass box is strictly gridded 
into a six-by-four-units bay system, revealing a strict, 
geometric arrangement of horisontal surfaces, the 
flooring materials – concrete, tiles, mosaic tiles, carpet, 
brick, gravel, water – clearly divided into overlapping 
island-like arrangements positioned within steel frames. 
Prefab elements (“readily available steel shapes and 

products”) are used to demarcate the structure from 
white surfaces. All frames were shop-fabricated and then 
delivered to the site. It was actually created as a 
prototype for affordable, mass-producible housing.  
That was not the case with CSH#22, which is a two-
bedroom 204m2 one-off building. One of the most 
famous buildings in the US, it has appeared in more than 
1,200 newspaper and magazine articles, journals and 
books, not to mention a slew of films, TV shows and 
commercials. Indeed, for many this house is eternally 
frozen in the 1960 moment when Shulman photographed 
two pretty girls sitting in the cantilevered section of the 
building, with the street lights of LA glittering in the 
distance.7 
 
3 CSHP 2.0 – THE ECHO OF THE ICON 
The world was different in 1945 than today. But a few 
crucial things point toward there being similarities to the 
Case Study House post-war era and our political 
situation of today. Then as now, there was a big 
migration to the cities, as men returned home from the 
war. Today, more than half of the world‟s seven billion 
people live in cities. The urban population jumped from 
29% in 1950 to 50.5% in 2005.8 Then as now, the world 
is a pessimistic and uncertain place. Demonstrations, 
uprisings, and revolutions sweep the globe, the Occupy 
movement clog financial arteries, the Arabic rebellions 
spread across the Middle East, Greece‟s economy is 
again devastated (as it was after WWII), there are riots in 
London and clashes in Moscow. At the same time, then 
as now, we live in an optimistic time of unprecedented 
scientific and socioeconomic progress, with progress 
being made at an extraordinary rate. And then as now, 
new building technologies inspire architects to dream up 
new structures for new ways of living. 
However, that‟s where the similarities stop. While we 
use the CSHP as our starting point and adopt some of its 
tenets (the house as reproducible prototype, brilliant 
spatial organisation within limited volumes, a stringency 
in the choices of materials and structural systems, a 
willingness to experiment with the latest technologies), 
there are others that we have chosen to update. First, a 
Case Study House for today has to become a Case Study 
Housing project; we believe cities need higher densities 
than the original single-family houses (Fig 1). Second, 

 
Figure 1: CSH 2.0, from house to housing scheme 
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we have hopefully done away with the sexism latent (or 
blatantly expressed) in the schemes of that generation. 
Third, environmental concerns put timber way ahead of 
steel. Fourth, the buildings need to become actual 
repeatable prototypes rather than one-offs. Fifth, we 
believe the main buzz word needs to change from mass 
manufacturing to mass customisation. 
 
4 MASS CUSTOMISATION 
The term „Mass customisation‟ was coined by writer 
Stan Davis in his book Future Perfect but popularised by 
writer Joe Pine.9 Already ten years ago, in 2002, Bruce 
Sterling argued that the post-industrial model is not an 
assembly line, but an assembly swarm. The essence of 
his argument was that while in the industrial days of the 
factory, raw materials were banged into identical 
commodities, with the advent of the computer – “a 
flexible factory that makes ones and zeros” – the 
customer can be made to do the banging, as well as 
buying his or her own work as “consumer choice”. The 
more the product is “decomposed” into modular 
components or subsystems, the more it can be 
recombined and customised at mass-production price. 
“Millions of potential combinations have replaced the 
standard product,” writes Sterling, while also pointing 
out that a company like Dell “wisely gets its money 
before the machine gets made,” and that a product 
created for a market of one is no longer a product but “a 
service: a lasting intimate entanglement”.10 
In a post-industrial mass customisation society, 
consumers design their own products (or services) by 
choosing from a wide variety of features. Nothing is 
assembled until payment is received. The consumer 
becomes, in futurologist Alvin Toffler‟s portmanteu, a 
prosumer (prosumption = production + consumption).11 
 “Similarly, the task of design will also change,” writes 
Tim Crayton. “Clearly customization will have to be 
designed into products. The design task shifts from 
designing definitive invariable products to designing 
product platforms and architectures and the sets of 
design rules that define a range of product-solutions. 
Similarly, the new product design process will also 
include designing the design tools and interfaces for 
consumers as co-designers that will configure or 
determine the kinds of choices consumers will make and 
perhaps simulate the actual product.”12 
This is a topic aligned to the thinking of architectural 
history professor Mario Carpo, who argues that the 
transition to a digital production chain is one from the 
production of identical copies of objects to mass 
customisation and design collaboration. Both the subject 
and the object of architectural design will have to change 
with the advent of digital technologies: the romantic 
notion of the designer in full control is dead, and the 
object need not be singular and specific. Designers must 
choose between either designing objectiles (four-
dimensional algorithmic constructs with infite 
variational possibilities; a term borrowed from Gilles 
Deleuze via Bernard Cache) or objects themselves. The 

objectile route is the only one offering some kind of 
authorial control.13 
The present project possibly represents a combination of 
all these three arguments, in that it is based on design 
rules that can be programmed to produce objectiles, and 
that could cater for a prosumer inhabitant. In fact, mass 
customisation would be a driving force necessary to 
produce an architecture such as the one proposed here. 
While Charles Eames could find all elements necessary 
to build CSH#8 within a steel manufacturer‟s catalogue, 
no manufacturer will hold all of the different panels 
produced by our system as ready-cut boards. They will 
each have to be cut according to a specification, 
developed in line with today‟s streamlined relations 
between designing and fabricating. 
 
5 PLAYING BY THE RULES 
Ordering our environment according to rules is a way of 
simplifying the world around us and making it 
comprehensible, but it is also a way of testing ideas, 
generating forms, and reaching conclusions. As artist Sol 
LeWitt wrote, “the idea becomes a Machine that makes 
the art”.14 
Many architects have invented self-referential rules that 
have to do with architecture itself, the interiority of the 
practice. However, architecture is also subject to 
socioeconomic and technological pressures that call for a 
continual rewriting of the rules. For instance, new 
materials, or technological progress, or increases in the 
profitability of land development have necessitated 
changes in architectural rules.15 It was a combination of 
those two factors – an internal need for organisation that 
would both help define forms and volumes, and create 
the necessary framework for an efficient use of mass 
customisation, and the external pressures of designing 
for an age in which certain environmental and social 
stresses call for systemic responses – that made us create 
our own architectural rule system to produce the first 
Case Study Houses 2.0 building. 
 
6 CSH2.0 RULES: CUTTING VOLUMES 
The rule system that produces our CSH2.0 buildings is 
entirely based on the idea of the cut as spatial generator 
and alternative way of creating a stacked structure. 
While we have previously studied different stacking 
methods – an additive process – as our main strategy for 
creating tall timber buildings, we are now focusing on 
investigating a subtractive paradigm, cutting away 
sections of an imagined spatial block that fills up an 
entire floor volume in order to create different spaces, 
circulatory paths, and service connections, as well as 
providing means for the building to react to external 
forces of different kinds and at different scales. 
The architectural cut is a strategic incision into a 
material mass (or indeed into a void) that simultaneously 
opens and connects. It is an incision of variable width 
that coincidentally fuses and separates, bridges and 
divides, connects and pulls apart. The cut is energetic, 
threatening, revealing. It can be explicit or implicit, 
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making an obvious mark or leaving a faint trace. It splits 
an integer volume into two, creates new edges, new 
spaces, new surfaces, new possibilities for the flow of 
people, energy, and light between its newly-created 
entities. The cut also instigates movement, allowing one 
body to slip along a fresh edge. 
As we are working within the aesthetic context of the 
Case Study House Program, we are only utilising 
orthogonal cuts, and refraining from cutting at a vertical 
angle: all of our cuts are in one straight direction from 
top to bottom. Through manipulating the volume using 
varying incisions from our catalogue of architectural 
cuts, we achieve not only actual spatial differentiation 
but also possibilities for different implied demarcations 
of space that correlate to some of the Case Study 
Houses: slight shifts along the edge between horisontal 
surfaces call to mind the bridges and platforms in Pierre 
Koenig‟s CSH#22, surface incisions made into the mass-
customised wall panels echo the vertical composition in 
the Eames House, repetitive cuts create louver-like 
elements reminiscent of Richard Neutra‟s CSH#20. 
As one whole floor volume has been cut through, 
another is placed on top, and new incisions are made. 
This layering of cut volumes leads to an interesting 
spatial configuration as one cut is stacked on top of 
another, either lining up with each other or being offset 
against one another, turning the entire volume into a 
vertical labyrinth of crisscrossing cuts. 
Our catalogue of architectural cuts for the first Case 
Study House 2.0 building corresponds to external and 
internal forces (stresses, pressures), onto the building. 
The former are to do with how the building functions on 
a societal level, and seeks to incorporate factors such as 
environmental concerns, cost characteristics, social 
components, cultural considerations, and climate-related 
aspects. The latter are to do with how the building 
functions as an object, and integrates formal aspects, 
notions of functionality, material considerations, 
organisational principles, and aesthetic concerns. The 
three different cuts shown in (Fig. 2) are (left to right): 

 
Figure 2: Three form-generating cuts form floors 
 
1) Tapered cut (a cut wider at one end than the other, 
producing private/public space), 2) Positive/negative cut 
(the negative cut slices through a volume, the positive 
cut through a void creates a tunnel-like space), 3) 
Circulation cut (a cut that opens up a circulation path 
between volumes).  

Our layered approach means we can introduce different 
cut strategies on different floors, and use the system to 
generate iterations of interesting moments of formal, 
programmatic, functional, and architectural significance 
into the building. The resulting configurations can be 
shifted up and down across the building envelope until 
we reach an optimal series of interacting levels, and the 
structure is vertically flexible in that it is easy to add 
another storey at any time. 
While the panelisation of the entire building is by 
necessity a mass-customised process whereby each panel 
is cut to size under factory conditions, CNC technology 
allows us to further customise the panels. This allows 
panels to be individually manufactured in order to 
perform in certain ways: to produce evocative visual and 
acoustic effects, function as maps of the building itself, 
or filter light through very thin layers of wood (Fig. 3).  
In this way, the cut becomes a performative conceptual 
tool in its own right, using the new possibilities offered 
by mass customisation to create features that might 
connect back to different internal or external forces: one 
panel might bring more light into the living unit, while 
another adds an ornamental layer to the sheet. 
Another important way in which mass customisation is 
driving the project is in the attention to material waste. 
While digital fabrication allows architects to explore 
more complex organisations and geometries, one 
objectionable by-product is a lack of attention to material 
waste. In a reversal of the too-frequent top-down 
scenario where typical material sheet sizes are plugged 
in to the system at the end of the design process, the 
CSH2.0 system starts from basic material dimensions 
and seeks to automatically minimise material waste 
during the CNC cutting. 
 
7 ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS 
The first building to come out of our CSH 2.0 scheme is 
a peculiar beauty. While the overall organisation is a 
direct translation of the cutting-and-stacking procedure, 
the detailing picks up elements from the original Case 
Study Houses scheme and rearranges them into a new 
and displaced composition. The expression is original, 
and can differ wildly between floors as some are cut 
through more often or with a wider conceptual blade 
than others. 
The stacking of cuts is a particularly interesting 
architectural idea, as it presents an entirely new typology 
much in the same way that the Case Study Houses 
moved away from the prevalent LA style and promoted 
their own aesthetic, functional, and programmatic 
values. While structurally remaining a very simple 
system (essentially a volume balancing on top of another 
volume), the resulting spatial intersections and cut 
volumes give rise to new performative possibilities, 
including the layering of light across several storeys, the 
intermingling of programs and inhabitants where cuts 
intersect, the amalgamation of material effects along cut 
edges, the implied demarcation of functions, a flexible  
sectional configuration (including the possibility of 
effectively changing the order of the storeys as the build 
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progresses), and innovative circulation logics. As is the 
case with some of the most successful Case Study 
Houses, it is based on a simple principle that gives rise to 
a wide array of intricate spatial formations. 
Using the Martinson‟s solid wood building system16 
means the CSH 2.0 buildings can be made using ready-
to-assemble elements that are manufactured in a 
production environment with low humidity, guaranteeing 
both consistent dimensions and quality – an absolute 
must when working with as precise a system as the one 
outlined here. On site, Martinson‟s assembly system 
includes a weather cover that protects the entire building 
and creates ultimate conditions for both dry building of 
the cut floors, and a pleasant working environment. 
Mass customisation, finally, not only allows the scheme 
to become buildable and economically feasible, but also 
adds a seamlessness to the detailing, while providing a 
series of new opportunities for turning the building‟s 
panels into performative screens. As with the 
prefabricated elements in the precedent schemes, this 
embrace of a novel building technology opens up new 
possibilities for perfect construction processes and 
economies of scale. 

 
8 CONCLUSION 
The initial results of the CSH 2.0 scheme are highly 
promising. The system, with its own formal vocabulary 
and a distinctive connection between structural 
performance and aesthetic expression, is in place and 
ready for further investigations and future testing.  
The almost naïve stacking of cut storeys has been turned 
into a testing ground for our belief first and foremost that 
an updated version of the Case Study House has to be a 
tall building, capable of supporting not just one but many 
families that enjoy the advantages of urban density 
without compromising our planetary resources. The only 
way of achieving such a goal is to use carbon-negative 
building materials such as timber. If the CSH buildings 
were about protecting the family from the elements, the 
CSH 2.0 ones are about protecting the elements as well. 
The optimism that comes with novel building 
technologies needs to be tempered with the pessimism of 
living in a fragile world, and vice versa. 

It is clear that rule-based systems such as the one 
presented here can be used to construct interesting multi-
storey timber buildings. An updated, contemporary 
version of the original Case Study House program could 
fuse such a strategy with the virtues of mass 
customisation to yield a cost-effective and sustainable 
new building typology for the 21st century. 
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Figure 3: Mass-customised wall panel (detail) 
 


